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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the linearized stability analysis and sys-
tem identification of flexible multibody systems. Two closely related sta-
bility analysis approaches are summarized. Next, these approaches are ex-
tended to provide robust system identification procedures that combine least
squares techniques and Kalman filters. The singular value decomposition,
a numerically stable mathematical tool, is used to improve the robustness
of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm identifies a minimum order plant
based on input-output data, and is applicable to both experimental mea-
surements or numerically computed responses. The proposed approaches
are computationally inexpensive and consist of purely post processing steps
that can be used with any multi-physics computational multibody tool or
with experimental data.

1 Introduction

The problem of system realization or system identification for linear time-invariant
models has received considerable attention in numerous engineering applications
such as dynamic simulation and control of flight vehicle, identification of vibra-
tional modes of large-scale flexible structures, the health monitoring and damage
detection of civil engineering structures, or electrical circuits and imaging pro-
cesses. In general, system identification aims at creating a mathematical model
of a dynamical system from measurements of its input and output. In past
decades, identification tools for the construction of state space representation of
linear systems have been developed. However, more work is needed to develop
identification procedures for complex, multi-physics, flexible multibody systems.
Review papers have been presented on the subject of system identification: Kim
and Arora [1] focused on linear and nonlinear dynamical systems, and a number
of authors [2] reviewed subspace-based identification methods.
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The seminal work Kalman [3] introduced the concepts of controllability and
observability, which are important prerequisites to identification. A state space
approach was subsequently provided by the Ho-Kalman algorithm [4], and a
minimum realization was obtained from Markov parameters. This algorithm is
widely used as an identification algorithm, but it also contributed to the devel-
opment of state space models [5] presenting balanced properties. When used in
conjunction with numerically stable tools such as the singular value decomposi-
tion, the Ho-Kalman algorithm has been extended to the eigensystem realization
algorithm [6]. To decrease the effects of noise and nonlinearities, the eigensystem
realization algorithm with data correlation was developed. Furthermore, eigen-
system realization algorithm combined with observer/Kalman filter identification
became an optimal procedure to construct a minimum order plant and compute
Kalman filter gain matrix from input-output data. However, the computation
of Markov parameters by observer/Kalman filter identification remains complex
and determines the accuracy of the system realization. If a poor approximation
of Markov parameters is obtained, the system identification might be meaning-
less, prompting the development of methods aimed at improving the accuracy of
these parameters. System realization methods based on Ho-Kalman algorithms
and their extensions are known as minimum realization procedures.

Another system identification approach is based on subspace identification
methods [7]. In these methods, a state space representation of a linear system
is found by matrix projection operations, and eliminating the effects of noise is
a major concern. For stochastic systems, Peeters and de Roeck [8] have used
Kalman filters to eliminate the effect of white noise with zero mean. For more
general cases, Overschee and de Moor [7] have reviewed subspace methods and
algorithms for the identification of linear time-invariant systems from given input-
output data. Robust identification procedures have been developed for determin-
istic, stochastic, and combined deterministic-stochastic systems. Because matrix
projection operations are computationally expensive, these methods are most
suitable for solving small size problems.

This paper focuses on a modified minimum realization approach combined
with least squares techniques, for the analysis of nonlinear, flexible multibody
systems. The linearized realization is valid for small perturbations about an
equilibrium configuration of the nonlinear system. Similarity transformation and
balanced truncation form the theoretical basis for the proposed identification
algorithm. Similarity transformations clearly do not affect system input-output
behavior. This implies that the linear time-invariant model of the system is
not unique. Balanced truncations [5, 9] dramatically decrease the order of high-
dimensional systems; the modes of the reduced model form a subset of the modes
of the original system and remain invariant in this reduction procedure.

The goal of this work is to develop robust identification algorithms to con-
struct linearized plant models from known control inputs and sensed system out-
put data. The identified linearized plant models must be suitable for the solution
of optimal control problems. The proposed algorithms can be applied to one or
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multiple time signals, and are equally applicable to experimental measurements
or numerically computed responses. For linear systems, the signals are measured
from the dynamic responses directly; for nonlinear systems, the signals are com-
puted as the difference between the sensed responses under external perturbations
and those of the equilibrium configuration.

The proposed system identification algorithm uniquely combines the meth-
ods of minimum realization and subspace identification. The proposed approach
bypasses the computation of Markov parameters because the free impulse re-
sponse of the system can be directly computed in the present computational
environment. As proposed by Bauchau and Wang [10, 11] for stability analysis,
minimum realization concepts were applied to identify the stability and output
matrices. The singular value decomposition, a numerically stable mathemati-
cal tool, is used to minimize the effects of noise. On the other hand, subspace
identification algorithms construct a state space plant model of linear system by
using computational expensive oblique matrix projection operations. The pro-
posed algorithm avoids this burden by computing the Kalman filter gain matrix
and model dependency on external inputs based on a small sized subspace. The
Kalman filter gain matrix is determined by solving the discrete time algebraic
Riccati equation. Both deterministic or combined deterministic-stochastic sys-
tems can be treated. Finally, the least squares technique is applied to compute
the model dependency on external inputs.

This paper first summarizes two stability analysis approaches based on the
partial Floquet and autoregressive algorithms. Next, these methods are extended
to provide robust system identification algorithms. Finally, numerical examples
validate the proposed approach.

2 Stability analysis algorithms

The stability analysis approach developed by Bauchau and Wang [10, 11] is briefly
summarized here. The output Hankel matrix, Yk, defined as,

Yk =




y
k

y
k+1

. . . y
k+n−1

y
k+1

y
k+2

. . . y
k+n

...
...

. . .
...

y
k+m−1

y
k+m

. . . y
k+m+n−2




, (1)

plays an important role in the analysis. It is an assembly of the time histo-
ries of the output sensors, y

k
. To simplify the description of the algorithm, a

single input-single output system is considered here. In this case, array y
k

con-
sists of a single entry. The relationship between the states of the system at
two consecutive time instants is expressed in terms of the transition matrix, Q,
such that Y1 = Q Y0. This relationship does not allow the exact computation
of the transition matrix due to the fact that only limited information is avail-
able. An approximation to the transition matrix is evaluated as Q = Y1Y

+
0 ,
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where Y +
0 indicates the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse [12] of Y0, which

can be evaluated using the singular value decomposition as Y +
0 = VrΣ−1

r UT
r ,

where r is the estimated rank of Y0. The estimated transition matrix becomes
Q(m×m) = Y1VrΣ−1

r UT
r . Consequently, it makes sense to project matrix Q in

the subspace defined by the r proper orthogonal modes of Y0, stored in Ur, to
find Q̂(r×r) = UT

r Q Ur = UT
r Y1VrΣ−1

r . If the eigenvalue decompositions of Q

and Q̂ can be written as Q = R eλ∆tR−1 and Q̂ = R̂ eλ∆tR̂−1, the eigenvalues
of transition matrix are exp(λj∆t), j = 1, 2, . . . , m and assumed to be distinct
in this discussion. The system is stable if and only if the norms of all eigen-
values are smaller than unity: |exp(λj∆t)| < 1, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. The stability
analysis involves the determination of the characteristic exponents of the system
from the eigenvalues of the transition matrix. A typical eigenvalue is written
as exp(λj∆t) = rj exp(±iφj), where i =

√−1, and a characteristic exponent

as λj = ωj [ζj ± i
√

1− ζ2
j ], where ωj and ζj are the frequency and damping,

respectively, associated with this characteristic exponent; it then follows that

ζj =
cj√

1 + c2
j

; ωj =
ln rj

ζj∆t
, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m/2, (2)

where cj = (ln rj)/φj .
The autoregressive method is similar to the approach presented above. The

relationship between the states of the system at two consecutive time instants is
expressed in terms of the autoregressive matrix B as Y1 = Y0B. Clearly, matrix
B and the transition matrix Q are closely related since B = Y +

0 QY0. Here
again, the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix Y0 is used to evaluate an
approximation of this matrix as B = Y +

0 Y1, and finally, B(n×n) = VrΣ−1
r UT

r Y1.
In view of highly redundant nature of the data stored in matrix Y0, it should
be expected that, in general, r < n, and hence, only r eigenvalues of B should
be physically meaningful. Consequently, it makes sense to project matrix B in
the subspace defined by Vr, to find B̂(r×r) = V T

r BVr = Σ−1
r UT

r Y1Vr. All the
formulations of Q, Q̂, B and B̂ can be used to extract the valuable information
as to the stability characteristics of the linear or linearized system.

3 The robust system identification algorithm

The system identification algorithm is an extension of the stability analysis ap-
proaches summarized in the previous section. To improve the robustness of the
algorithm, the least squares and Kalman filter techniques are applied. The sys-
tems to be investigated here are assumed to be linearized models of nonlinear
multibody systems; typically, the behavior of small perturbations about an equi-
librium configuration is investigated. To account for the effects of white noise, a
combined deterministic-stochastic model is considered, and modeled by a set of
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high-dimensional equations

uk+1 = Asuk + Bsfk
+ wk and y

k
= Cuk + Df

k
+ vk, (3)

where uk (2N) is the state vector storing the displacements and velocities of all
degrees of freedom of the model at time t = k∆t, f

k(Nc)
is the array of control

inputs, and y
k(Ns)

the array of system outputs. Matrices As(2N×2N), Bs(2N×Nc),
C(Ns×2N), and D(Ns×Nc) are constant coefficient matrices that define the system;
the subscripts indicate the size of the corresponding arrays. Matrix As, called the
stability matrix of the system, contains the information concerning the stability
of the system. Vector wk represents noise in the state vector, assumed to be
Gaussian with a zero mean, stationary and white, whereas vector vk represents
measurement noise, assumed to share the same characteristics. The covariance
matrix is defined as

E(
∣∣∣∣

wi

vi

∣∣∣∣ b wT
j vT

j c) =
[

Ew Es

ET
s Ev

]
δij , (4)

where δij is the Kronecker delta. In view of the above assumptions, E(wk) = 0,
and E(vk) = 0.

The object of system identification is to determine the system matrices, As,
Bs, C and D, the covariance matrices Ew, Es and Ev, and the Kalman filter gain
matrix, K, to construct the forward innovation model

ūk+1 = Asūk + Bsfk
+ Kεk and y

k
= Cūk + Df

k
+ εk, (5)

where ūk+1 are the filtered states, and εk the output residual white noise of zero
mean.

The system is excited for the first m time steps by control inputs f
k
; no

control input are applied for the subsequent time steps. After m time steps, the
inputs vanish and the forward innovation model reduces to

ūk+1 = Asūk + Kεk and y
k

= Cūk + εk. (6)

Juang [13] has proved εk is white noise with zero mean whether the state noise,
wk, and measurement noise, vk, are white noise or not. The free impulse response
of the linearized model of nonlinear multibody system, y

k
, is obtained either

from numerical simulation, or from experimental data. In view of eqs. (6), this
response can be written as the following convolution

y
k

= CAk
s ū0 +

k−1∑

j=0

CAk−1−j
s Kεj + εk. (7)

This result will be recast in a matrix form by defining the following notation: the
filtered state array, Ūk,

Ūk =
[

ūk ūk+1 . . . ūk+n−1

]
, (8)
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and residual noise Hankel matrix, Ek,

Ek =




εk+m−1 εk+m . . . εk+m+n−2

εk+m−2 εk+m−1 . . . εk+m+n−3

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

εk εk+1 . . . εk+n−1


 . (9)

For k = m, eqs. (7) are now written as

Ym = MoŪm +K0Em; (10a)
Ūm = Am

s Ū0 + MKE0, (10b)

where the observability matrix, Mo, is defined as Mo = bCT As
T CT . . . Am−1

s
T
CT cT ,

and the following two matrices were defined

MK =
[

K AsK A2
sK . . . Am−1

s K
]
, (11)

K0 =




0 0 . . . 0 0 I
0 0 . . . 0 I CK
0 0 . . . I CK CAsK
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
I CK . . . CAm−4

s K CAm−3
s K CAm−2

s K




. (12)

With the help of eq. (10a), it is now possible to evaluate the data correlation
matrix, YmY T

0 = MoŪmY T
0 + K0EmY T

0 , where the last term vanishes since the
white noise assumption implies EmY T

0 = 0. For time step m + 1, eq. (10a)
becomes Ym+1 = MoŪm+1 +K0Em+1. Next, the first equation of eqs. (6) implies
Ūm+1 = AsŪm+K

[
εm εm+1 . . . εm+n−1

]
; introducing this result in the previous

equation yields Ym+1 = MoAsŪm + K̃0Ẽm, where K̃0 is defined as

K̃0 =




0 0 . . . 0 0 I CK
0 0 . . . 0 I CK CAsK
0 0 . . . I CK CAsK CA2

sK
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

I CK . . . CAm−4
s K CAm−3

s K CAm−2
s K CAm−1

s K




, (13)

and Ẽm as

Ẽm =




ε2m ε2m+1 . . . ε2m+n−1

ε2m−1 ε2m . . . ε2m+n−2

. . . . . .
... . . .

εm εm+1 . . . εm+n−1


 . (14)

Now, the data correlation matrix at time step m+1 is evaluated as Ym+1Y
T
0 =

MoAsŪmY T
0 + K̃0ẼmY T

0 , where the last term vanishes here again since the white
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noise assumption implies ẼmY T
0 = 0. The following notation is introduced to

denote the data correlation matrices

O0 = YmY T
0 = MoŪmY T

0 and O1 = Ym+1Y
T
0 = MoAsŪmY T

0 . (15)

A truncated factorization of matrix O0 is evaluated by means of the singular
value decomposition to find O0 = UrΣrV

T
r , where r is the estimated rank of O0.

Since O0 = MoŪmY T
0 = UrΣ

1/2
r Σ1/2

r V T
r , the observability matrix, Mo, is selected

as Mo = UrΣ
1/2
r , and the matrix product, ŪmY T

0 , as ŪmY T
0 = Σ1/2

r V T
r . The

stability matrix, As, is now computed from the second equation of eqs. (15) as
As = Σ−1/2

r UT
r O1VrΣ

−1/2
r . Next, matrix C is determined from the first Ns rows

of observability matrix, Mo.
The computation of the Kalman filter gain requires the covariance matri-

ces Ew, Es, and Ev. The projection of the rows of matrix Yk onto the rows
of matrix Y0 is Y

‖
k = YkY

T
0

(
Y0Y

T
0

)+
Y0. The theorem of stochastic subspace

identification [7] states that this projection can be represented as the product
of the observability matrix and filtered states, i.e. Y

‖
k = MoŪk, and hence,

Ūk = Σ−1/2
r UT

r Y
‖
k . Expressing this latter relationship for two consecutive time

steps, m and m + 1, gives Ūm = Σ−1/2
r UT

r Y
‖
m and Ūm+1 = Σ−1/2

r UT
r Y

‖
m+1. The

forward innovation model, eqs. (6), is recast in matrix form as

Ūm+1 = AsŪm + Kρv and Ŷm = CŪm + ρv, (16)

where array Ŷm = [y
m

y
m+1

. . . y
m+n−1

] and ρv = [εm εm+1 . . . εm+n−1]. Since
the system matrices, As and C, and the filtered states, Ūm+1 and Ūm, are now
known, the residuals, Kρv and ρv, are easily evaluated from eqs.(16). Finally,
the covariance matrices are estimated from the residuals

[
Ew Es

ET
s Ev

]
=

[
Kρv

ρv

] [
(Kρv)T ρT

v

]
. (17)

It is now possible to compute the Kalman filter gain matrix, K, by solving a
discrete time algebraic Riccati equations using a Schur-type algorithm [14]. Note
that the computation of Kalman filter gain is left as a user option.

The last step of proposed system identification algorithm includes the deter-
mination of matrices Bs and D. Once all the other unknowns are found, the
problem becomes linear in the unknowns Bs and D. The least squares regression
is used to solve a redundant system of linear equations for rest of the unknowns.
The forward innovation model, eqs. (5), is reformulated

ūk+1 = Ky
k

+ Āsūk + (Bs −KD) f
k

and y
k

= Cūk + Df
k

+ εk, (18)

where the noise array εk was eliminated from the first equation using the second
equation of eqs. (5), and the closed-loop stability matrix Ās = As − KC. The
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solution of forward innovation model can be written here again as a convolution

y
k

=
k−1∑

j=0

CĀk−1−j
s Ky

j
+ CĀk

su0 +
k−1∑

j=0

CĀk−1−j
s (Bs −KD) f

j
+ Df

k
+ εk. (19)

Furthermore, the system outputs, y
k
, are reformulated as linear functions of

unknowns of u0, Bs and D, y
k

= yK
k

+AkB + εk, the array Ak and vectors yK
k

,
B are cast as

Ak =
[

CĀk
s ,

∑k−1
j=0 fT

j
⊗ CĀk−1−j

s , fT
k
⊗ I −∑k−1

j=0 fT
j
⊗ CĀk−1−j

s K
]
,

yK
k

=
k−1∑

j=0

CĀk−1−j
s Ky

j
and B =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

u0

vec(Bs)
vec(D)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (20)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and vec(A) indicates the operation
that constructs an array by stacking the columns of an arbitrary matrix A, note
the identity, vec(AXB) = (BT ⊗ A)vec(X), where A, X and B are arbitrary
matrices [15]. Finally, the remaining unknowns, stored in array B, are obtained
from a least squares approximation as

B = (AT
kAk)−1AT

k (y
k
− yK

k
). (21)

Of course, the singular value decomposition could also be used to this effect.
In summary, the proposed procedure for system identification involves the

following steps. (1) Assemble the output block Hankel matrices Y0, Ym and
Ym+1, eqs. (1), and compute the data correlation matrices O0 = YmY T

0 and
O1 = Ym+1Y

T
0 . (2) Perform the singular value decomposition of data correla-

tion matrix, O0, using Lanczos algorithm, O0 = UrΣrV
T
r . Compute the ob-

servability matrix Mo = UrΣ
1/2
r and matrix product ŪmY T

0 = Σ1/2
r V T

r . (3)
Compute stability matrix, As = Σ−1/2

r UT
r O1VrΣ

−1/2
r . Matrix C is extracted

as the first Ns rows of the observability matrix. (4) Compute the projections
Y
‖
m = YmY T

0

(
Y0Y

T
0

)+
Y0 and Y

‖
m+1 = Ym+1Y

T
0

(
Y0Y

T
0

)+
Y0, and the filtered

state sequences, Ūm = Σ−1/2
r UT

r Y
‖
m and Ūm+1 = Σ−1/2

r UT
r Y

‖
m+1. (5) Compute

covariance matrices, Ew, Es, and Ev, with eqs. (17), and determine the Kalman
filter gain matrix, K, by solving a discrete time algebraic Riccati equations. (6)
Compute matrices Bs and D by least squares approximation, see eqs. (21).

If dealing with a deterministic model, steps 4 and 5 can be bypassed, and the
system matrices As, Bs, C and D are identified.

4 Numerical examples

Two examples will be presented to validate the proposed stability and system
identification algorithms.
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4.1 Identification of a wing-aileron system

The aeroelastic problem considers the flutter of a wing-aileron system, as depicted
in fig. 1. The half wing has a rectangular planform of length Lw = 20 ft and
chord length c = 6 ft. The flap of length Lf = 3 ft extends along the wing from
stations 15 to 18 ft.

Figure 1: Configuration of the Wing-Aileron system

The structural properties of the flap are as follow: bending stiffness, EIf =
4.7 105 lbs·ft2, torsional stiffness, GJf = 2.4 104 lbs·ft2, mass per unit span,
mf = 0.75 slugs/ft, polar moment of inertia, If = 1.95 slugs·ft. The flap is
attached to the wing by means of two brackets of length Lb = 3.1 ft. On the
inboard side, the flap is attached to the bracket by means of a revolute joint
followed by a flexible joint and a universal joint. The flexible joint defines a
torsional spring with stiffness kθ = 106 lb/ft, which models the stiffness of the
flap control system. On the outboard side, the flap is attached to the wing with
a prismatic joint followed by a spherical joint. These joints allow the wing and
flap to deform independently. The finite element based multibody representation
of the system involves a total of 1,072 structural and 28 aerodynamic states.

When the air flow reaches the speed of Uf = 590 ft/sec, the system becomes
unstable. For model identification, two controls are used: the rotation of the
flap, θf , and the angle of attack of the wing, θw.

The proposed system identification algorithm was used to construct a sub-
space plant model using four measurements: the transverse displacements and
velocities at the tip and middle of the right wing, labeled as signal 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. To identify the system, the following control inputs were used:
the flap deflection was prescribed as θf (t) = b0 − b0 cos(10πt), for t ∈ [0, 0.2]
sec and b0 = 15 degrees, whereas the wing angle of attack, θw, was prescribed
as θw(t) = a0 − a0 cos(10πt), for t ∈ [0, 0.2] and a0 = 1 degree. The dynamic
simulation is run for a period of 0.55 sec with a constant time step size of 1 msec.
In the singular value decomposition, a rank number of r = 24 was selected, and
the minimum realization involved a state vector of size 24.

Once the system was identified, the accuracy of the reduced model was verified
by comparing the predictions of the full and reduced models for different control
inputs: the flap deflection was prescribed as θf (t) = b0−b0(cos(10πt)+cos(5πt)),
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Figure 2: The input-output behavior approximation: original signal (solid line),
reconstructed signal, (dashed line).

and the wing angle of attack as θw(t) = a0 − a0(cos(10πt) + cos(5πt)), for a
total period of 0.55 s. The predictions of the two models are compared in fig. 2.
Excellent correlation is observed between the two predictions pointing to a robust
identification of the system. Clearly, the plant model identified here is valid for
the investigated frequency range, which is near the flutter frequency. If reduced
order models valid over a wider frequency range are required, the frequency
content of the excitation would need to be wider as well.

4.2 Trim analysis of helicopter rotor system

The second example deals with a detailed aeroelastic problem of a complex rotor
system using a finite element based multibody dynamic simulation code [16]. The
multibody representation includes the four rotor blades and control actuators.
The description of the physical properties of each blade can be found in ref. [17].
The four blades are connected to the hub by means of root retention structures
and lead-lag dampers. The configuration of the rotor system is shown in fig. 3.

This problem involves both structural and aerodynamic states. For structural
modeling, each blade was discretized using ten cubic finite elements. The root
retention, connected hub and blade, was separated into three segments and mod-
eled by one, two and two beam elements, labeled segment 1, 2 and 3 in fig. 3. The
flap, lead-lag and pith modes of the blade were described by three revolute joints
connected the first two segments of the root retention structures. The prismatic
joints were used to model the lead-lag dampers. The rotor was clamped to the
ground at the center of the hub. The collective and cyclic angles of the blade
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Figure 3: Schematic of the helicopter rotor system.

were controlled by prescribing the relative rotations of the pitch revolute joints.
The complete structural model involved 5,656 states.

The aerodynamic modeling combines thin airfoil theory with a three dimen-
sional dynamic inflow model. The inflow velocities at each span-wise location
were computed using the finite state induced flow model developed by Peters et
al. [18, 19]. The airfoil has a constant slope of the lift curve a0 = 5.73, and drag
coefficient cd = 0.018; the moment coefficients about the quarter-chord are zero.
The number of inflow harmonics was selected as m = 10, corresponding to 66
aerodynamic inflow states. Airloads were computed at 81 equally spaced stations
along the quarter-chord line of each blade.

The goal of this study is to trim the rotor, i.e. to find the collective blade
angle for which the rotor thrust achieves a target value of Lt = 17, 944 lbs. The
trimming process is seen as a two step operation. At first, a plant model is
identified, which accurately captures the input-output behavior of the system:
the system input is the collective angle, whereas the system output is the ro-
tor thrust. The proposed robust system identification algorithm is used for this
purpose. Next, once a linearized model about a possibly time dependent equilib-
rium configuration of the nonlinear rotor system is constructed, a linear quadratic
Gaussian controller was implemented to trim the rotor.

System identification was performed as follows: at first, a dynamic simulation
was run for a total period of 3.488 sec using a constant time step ∆t = 1.8167
msec. The collective blade angle, θ, and rotor lift L, were selected as control
input and output, respectively. The initial value of collective angle was set as
θ0 = 0.1 rad and the corresponding mean value of the lift was found to be
Lm = 8, 960.20 lbs. Next, the collective angle was perturbed for a period of
0.5 sec as ∆θ = π/20 (1 − cos(4π(t − 1.0))) for t ∈ [1.0, 1.5] sec and ∆θ = 0
for t > 1.5 sec; this perturbation is shown on the top portion of fig. 4. The
response of the system to an impulse input was determined by computing the
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difference between the perturbed lift and its reference counterpart. The system
identification algorithm was applied to the response of the system over the time
window t ∈ [1.0, 3.44] sec to construct a 12th order forward innovation model.
The outputs of the full and identified models were evaluated and are shown in
fig. 4; a good correlation between the two models is observed.
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Figure 4: Top figure: time history of the control input. Bottom figure: system
output computed using the full model (solid line) and the identified 12th order
plant model (dashed line).

Once a reduced order plant model was identified, a linear quadratic Gaussian
controller was used to trim the rotor to its target thrust of Lt = 17, 944 lbs.
Figure 5 shows the time history of the control input and output; the controller
becomes active 1 sec into the simulation. The proposed approach to trimming
quickly identified the control settings, although a low frequency oscillation re-
mains in the output signal. This is probably due to the fact that the identification
was performed over too short a window, which did not allow proper identification
of the slowest modes of the system.

5 Conclusions

Comprehensive approaches for stability analysis and system identification of flex-
ible multibody systems have been investigated. A new system identification algo-
rithm was implemented as an extension of stability analysis methodologies. The
approach only requires input and output data from the system, and hence, it is
well suited for solving multibody, multi-physics problem.

The proposed system identification algorithm uniquely combines the methods
of minimum realization and subspace identification. For minimum realization,
the computation of Markov parameters remains complex and determines the
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Figure 5: Top figure: time history of the control input computed by the controller.
Bottom figure: total instantaneous thrust of the rotor (solid line), and moving
average (dashed line).

accuracy of the system realization. The proposed approach bypasses the compu-
tation of Markov parameters because the free impulse response of the system can
be directly computed in the present computational environment. Minimum real-
ization concepts were applied to identify the stability and output matrices. On
the other hand, subspace identification algorithms construct a state space plant
model of linear system by using computational expensive oblique matrix projec-
tion operations. The proposed algorithm avoids this burden by computing the
Kalman filter gain matrix and model dependency on external inputs in a small
sized subspace. The robustness of this algorithm was improved by the application
of the singular value decomposition and least squares regression techniques.

The proposed approach allows the identification of both deterministic and
stochastic-deterministic models. Numerical results were presented that demon-
strate the robustness and accuracy of the proposed approach.
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